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Abstract  

This is a report of the investigation into the use of risk management methods in new product 

development with SMEs in the Eindhoven area. Functioning in highly competitive environments 

forces numerous companies to frequently launch new products. Companies excelling in NPD, 

improve performance not just in individual aspects of NPD, but concurrently improve several 

managerial aspects of NPD (Griffin, 1997). Among these managerial aspects, researchers have 

paid relatively little attention to the topic of risk management and even less to risk management 

in small and medium enterprises (SME). Since the research on risk management in SMEs is 

somewhat limited the contribution of this master thesis is to create an overview of the current 

literature and to modify current risk management tools to better fit SME needs and specifics.  
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Summary 

Introduction 

Companies excelling in NPD concurrently improve several managerial aspects of new product 

development (Griffin, 1997). Among these managerial aspects, researchers have paid relatively 

little attention to the topic of risk management and even less to risk management in small and 

medium enterprises (SMEs).  

 

This is a report of the investigation into the use of risk management methods in new product 

development with SMEs in the Eindhoven area. The motives for this study are twofold; 

academic and practical. Firstly since the research on risk management in SMEs is somewhat 

limited the contribution of this master thesis is to create an overview of the current literature and 

to examine whether current theoretical ideas and findings are applicable to innovating SMEs in 

the Eindhoven area. Furthermore the extent of usage of risk management tools for NPD in SMEs 

will be examined, to identify which tools are being used and which method or tools are most 

appropriate to use due to the specifics of SMEs. The second motive is the modification of current 

risk management tools to better fit SME needs and specifics. With the creation of such a tool 

SME will be better equipped to manage risk in innovation and engage in the innovation process 

more often and more successfully. 

 

Research question 

The main research goal for this master thesis is:  

 “To develop an appropriate risk management tool for new product development in small 

and medium enterprises.” 

 

The primary step in the development of the final tool is a literature review. The aim of the 

literature review is to present the current state literature in the field of risk management for 

SMEs and to establish a foundation for the development of the tool. The main research question 

for the literature review is: ―Which risk management tools for small and medium enterprises are 

in use and what their deficiencies are?‖ 

 
Furthermore five research sub questions are strongly related to the main goal and will help to 

clarify it during the research. The questions are the following: 

 “To what extent do SMEs use risk management tools for new product development?” 

 “Which type of risk management tools do SMEs use for NPD?” 

 “What is general perception on risk management in SMEs?” 

 “How is risk management organized in SMEs?” 

 “What is the level of experience with new product development for SMEs?” 
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The companies involved in the research are 15 small and medium enterprises with up to 250 

employees in the noord Braabant region surrounding Eindhoven who are or were involved with 

new product development. These will be contacted with the help of the consulting company 

Syntens for which I will develop the tool. No internal company data will be used since the data 

gathering will be conducted through interviews. 

 

Theoretical framework 

In order to define risk, it is best to follow a standardized classification (ISO 31000, 2009): ―Risk 

is the effect of uncertainty on (achievement of) objectives‖. The risk management tools available 

are intended to be used as part of a wider project management approach and should be included 

in the NPD process (also a recommendation from ISO 31000 standard). In practice however, 

SMEs often find it difficult to implement formal methods and do not have a structured NPD 

process. Risk management models for NPD in use for large companies are handy but cannot be 

used for SMEs due to their specific nature without modification. Also a general model has to be 

adapted to the specifics of the industry of individual companies. A risk management tool is more 

appropriate for radical innovations since they involve more risk but is also applicable for 

incremental innovations, especially for SMEs. 

 

Data Analysis 

The exploratory part confirmed the findings of the literature review. Companies do not use tools 

for risk management with the exception of FMEA. The developed tool has to be easy to use and 

not time consuming. Even though software is currently not used a software solution is preferred. 

There were some differences between managers and entrepreneurs but had more to do with the 

fact that most interviewed managers were employed in medium sized companies with more new 

product development projects running than entrepreneurs in small companies. 

 

Design 

There are several requirements for a tool. It has to involve all possible risks groups, needs to help 

uncover unk unk‘s, improve communication between team member and companies, has to be 

functional for incremental and radical innovation and have an emphasis on marketing. 

Furthermore it has to represent a holistic solution and not only address a single aspect of risk 

management. As concluded in the literature review and during the interviews, the best solution 

for SMEs would on one hand be a modification of the RDM tool and a Software based tool 

similar to eRisC since they best address the before mentioned requirements.  

 

There are two possible solutions for the risk management tool. Firstly we can use the RDM 

approach with an external risk facilitator. An external facilitator can either be a person within the 

company who is not a part of project team or an external consultant. This could be achieved with 

the assistance of a consulting company like Syntens. It makes sense to use an external facilitator 

when large project teams are involved or in case when different companies are involved since 
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RDM better fits complex projects large project teams and is especially handy when it comes to 

improving communication between team members and discovering unk unk‘s.  

 

The second possibility is a solution similar to eRisC, where an individual or small team uses 

software to analyze the risks. Since we do not have a person outside the project involved, the 

checklist has to be extensive to as much as possible substitute the objectivity brought by an 

external facilitator. 

 

Conclusion 

The most valuable part of the RDM process for SMEs from the project teams perspective is the 

management session (confirms the findings of Keizer et al., 2002). It is an opportunity to clarify 

the differences in opinions shown by the results of the questionnaire. The results can be dramatic 

in my experience. In extreme cases it brought about the fact that the project was not financially 

covered or that there was a lack of consensus on the objective of the project after almost two 

years of development. On a more general level RDM can be used with SMEs but since SMEs do 

not engage in radical innovation that often, a simpler software based solution may be preferable 

for smaller incremental innovation. 
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1. Introduction 

Functioning in highly competitive environments forces numerous companies to frequently 

launch new products. Research established that new product development (NPD) is an inherently 

risky endeavor: about 40 percent of projects fail (Edgett et al., 1992; Page, 1993; Barczak et al., 

2009), therefore companies increasingly use formalized and structured processes (Keizer and 

Vos, 2003). Companies excelling in NPD, improve performance not just in individual aspects of 

NPD, but concurrently improve several managerial aspects of NPD (Griffin, 1997). Among these 

managerial aspects, researchers have paid relatively little attention to the topic of risk 

management and even less to risk management in small and medium enterprises (SME).  

 

This is a report of the investigation into the use of risk management methods in new product 

development with SMEs in the Eindhoven area. The motives for this study are twofold; 

academic and practical. Firstly globalization and competition have triggered a vast amount of 

literature on innovation management but the investigations on managing risk in innovation have 

appeared quite recently. Since the research on risk management in SMEs is somewhat limited the 

contribution of this master thesis is to create an overview of the current literature and to examine 

whether current theoretical ideas and findings are applicable to innovating SMEs in the 

Eindhoven area. Furthermore the extent of usage of risk management tools for NPD in SMEs 

will be examined, to identify which tools are being used and which method or tools are most 

appropriate to use due to the specifics of SMEs.    

 

The second motive is based on the need for a tool to manage risk within SME management and 

entrepreneurs. SMEs in most cases do not have the resources, experience or know how to use a 

structured approach of managing risk. This is why the practical value of this thesis is the 

modification of current risk management tools to better fit SME needs and specifics. With the 

creation of such a tool SME will be better equipped to manage risk in innovation and engage in 

the innovation process more often and more successfully. 

 

The thesis is structured in the following way; after the introduction the research design will be 

presented together with the research questions. The next chapter provides a theoretical 

framework that represents the backbone of the developed tool. Chapter four discusses the 

research methods used and chapter five the consequent findings of the research. Chapter six is 

dedicated to the description of the developed solution. The final chapter contains the conclusions 

as well as recommendations and a reflection on the research project.  
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2. Research design and methodology 

Risk management is the identification, assessment and mitigation of risks involved in the project 

(Keizer et al., 2002). The main research goal for this master thesis is:  

 “To develop an appropriate risk management tool for new product development in small 

and medium enterprises.” 

 

The primary step in the development of the final tool is a literature review. The aim of the 

literature review is to present the current state literature in the field of risk management for 

SMEs and to establish a foundation for the development of the tool. The main research question 

for the literature review is: ―Which risk management tools for small and medium enterprises are 

in use and what their deficiencies are?‖  

 

As a foundation for the literature review the articles of dr. Keizer were used to get a general idea 

of the risk management methods and associated problems. The search for articles was conducted 

using two internet search engines, Google scholar and Science direct. Google scholar has a wide 

scope of information but the relevance of some is questionable. Therefore articles obtained from 

this search engine had to be published in a respected scientific journal in order to ensure validity. 

At the beginning the keywords: innovation, NPD, risk, risk factors, SME and risk management in 

all possible combinations were used for obtaining articles used in the analysis. The articles found 

in the search engines were included in the review by the criteria of relevance to the topic, date of 

publishing (recent articles are more relevant to the problem) and quality, derived from where the 

article was published. The abstracts of the first one hundred hits were read and eventually chosen 

or discarded for the review. Introductions of the chosen scientific articles were read to gain an 

overview of the discussed topic. If the article was relevant a search for similar articles for 

conducted by a snowballing technique using the related articles tool. Afterwards the search 

function in adobe reader was employed to locate keywords in order to extract specific data 

(definitions) related to the research question and for the main topic entire articles were read and 

the necessary data extracted. 

 

Furthermore five research sub questions are strongly related to the main goal and will help to 

clarify it during the research. The questions are the following: 

 “To what extent do SMEs use risk management tools for new product development?” 

 “Which type of risk management tools do SMEs use for NPD?” 

 “What is general perception on risk management in SMEs?” 

 “How is risk management organized in SMEs?” 

 “What is the level of experience with new product development for SMEs?” 
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The companies involved in the research are 15 small and medium enterprises with up to 250 

employees in the noord Braabant region surrounding Eindhoven who are or were involved with 

new product development. These will be contacted with the help of the consulting company 

Syntens for which I will develop the tool. No internal company data will be used since the data 

gathering will be conducted through interviews. The questionnaire used for the interviews can be 

found in Appendix C. The aim of the questionnaire is to gain data on the research question and 

sub questions. The questions in the questionnaire are related to the research questions in the 

following way:    

 ―What is an appropriate risk management tool for new product development in small and 

medium enterprises?‖ (questions 55-63) 

The open ended questions are used for the identification of needs and desires of SME managers 

for the generic tool. This part of the interview is the most important part for the practical 

application of the tool. 

 

 ―To what extent do SMEs use risk management tools for new product development?‖ 

(questions 10-11, 15-17, 20-27, 31-33, 34-40)  

These questions are aimed for the investigation of the tools and techniques being used in order to 

identify the deficiencies of SMEs in this field and to help focus the parts of the tool that need 

most attention.  

 

 ―Which type of risk management tools do SMEs use for NPD?‖ (questions 28-30, 50-51)  

These sets of questions are used for learning on the awareness of managers on existing tools and 

identifying tools that are used. Furthermore analyzing their pros and cons will also be beneficiary 

towards finding a better solution for SMEs.  

 

 ―What is the general perception of risk management in SMEs?‖ (questions 1,2,8,9, 12-13, 

18-19, 41, 52-54) 

Here I try to understand the perception of risk management and what prevents the successful 

implementation or use of appropriate techniques.  

  

 ―How is risk management organized in SMEs?‖ (questions 3-7, 14, 42-44, 48, 49) 

These questions are aimed to spot deficiencies in the organization of risk management and how 

risk management is imbedded in the NPD process.  

 

 ―What is the level of experience with new product development for SMEs managers?‖   

The initial questions of the questionnaire are intended to identify the level of experience in NPD 

(i.e. number of past NPD projects involved with). The less experience managers have, the more 

relevant is the structure of the approach in the early stages of NPD and risk identification can 

also serve as a gate criterion for the decision whether or not to continue with the project. 
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In my research I will include 15 companies, although a larger sample would be necessary to 

establish external validity or to get a better overview on the practices of SMEs. For data 

gathering semi-structured in-depth interviews of approximately one hour will be used. The 

interviews will be conducted with a person responsible for new product development in SMEs, 

either an R&D manager or an entrepreneur. In total 8 managers and 7 entrepreneurs will be 

interviewed. All of the entrepreneurs are the majority owners of the companies they work in. 

R&D managers are employees in charge or strongly involved in new product development but do 

not own the company they work in. The interviews will serve to identify the extent of usage of 

risk management tools, identify the tools being used, the areas where the risk management 

process can be improved and to identify the wishes and needs of managers in SMEs in order to 

assist the development of the final generic tool. Subsequently I will analyze the results by means 

of content analysis. The results will be represented as a whole and a comparison between the 

answers of the managers and entrepreneurs will be made to examine possible differences. The 

graphical overview of the methodological approach is depicted in figure 1. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.1: Methodological approach 

 

The next step in the research is the development of a generic risk management tool for SMEs. 

Once developed, the tool will be tested on two NPD project in companies included in the 

research. The testing of the tool will be performed in different stages of the NPD process, which 

is suboptimal. It is expected that companies dealing with radical innovation will be more 

interested in testing the tool due to its uncertainty but on the other hand the evaluation of the tool 

on an incremental project may be interesting. After the testing the companies in the research will 

be approached and the tool will be validated. If there are adjustments necessary the tool will be 

modified again.  

 

The initial idea for the tool is to combine the strengths of best existing tools. Furthermore the 

results of the interviews will be taken into account to further improve and shape the tool towards 

the SMEs needs and expectations.  

 

Finally for the completion of the thesis I will pursue the following timeframe:  

Research 

proposal 
Literature 

review 

Data 

gathering 

Test tool Develop 

tool 

Validate 

tool Redesign 

tool 

Data 

analysis 
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Activity General timeframe 

Literature review and research 

proposal End of April 

Start of collaboration with 

Syntens Begging of May 

Data gathering May- mid June 

Data analysis Mid June – mid July 

Tool development July - August 

Tool testing August - September 

Result validation with clients 

and adjustments September 

Final presentation December 

Meeting with mentors Monthly  

Deliverables 

In agreement with mentor for each 

meeting 

 

Table 2.1: Time schedule 

 

3. Theoretical framework 

This literature review is formed in the following way; firstly I will present definitions for risk 

and innovations and explain why these tools are more important for new product development. 

For understanding which risk management methods can be applied to SMEs and why there is a 

distinction, the SME part will come in handy. Before learning about risk management tools in 

use the basic risk factors will be explained. In conclusion of the review the key findings will be 

presented. 

3.1. Risk 

 

Risk is intrinsic in NPD in all industries (Kwak and LaPlace, 2005) and is a complex concept. In 

order to define it, it is best to follow a standardized classification (ISO 31000, 2009): ―Risk is the 

effect of uncertainty on (achievement of) objectives‖. An effect is the deviation from the 

expected and can be positive and/or negative. Objectives can have different aspects (financial, 

market share, environmental, etc.), they apply at different levels (organizational, project, 

strategic, etc.) and uncertainty is the (partial) state of lack of information related to knowledge of 

an event, its consequence or likelihood (ISO 31000, 2009). Most risk management methods 

provide risk concepts that are subjective (Keizer et al., 2002; Delisle and St-Pierre, 2003, 

Ricondo et al., 2010; Paasi et al., 2008; Leopoulos et al, 2006; Kirytopoulos et al., 2001; 
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Sarbacker and Ishii, 1997; Carbone and Tippet, 2003 etc.), which means it depends on the 

perceptions of newness of the tasks involved in the project and lack of information related to the 

knowledge as stated by the ISO 31000 (2009). On the other hand Mu et al., (2009) state that risk 

will originate from two sources: predictability and capability (Mu et al., 2009). Predictability is a 

problem for risk management as companies cannot predict accurately whether the new 

innovation can function as it promises. The more knowledge gaps or newness people in the 

project perceive the riskier the project is. Furthermore Keizer et al. (2002), ISO 31000 (2009) 

and other authors mentioned above look at the aspects of a project (even though the ISO standard 

also has a wider focus, the methodology can be applied in project management) i.e. technical, 

organizational, financial, marketing etc. The division of aspects differs from author to author but 

in general they try to include all aspects of project management. Risk are then measured 

according to their likelihood, controllability and relative importance to project (Keizer et al. 

2002), whereas ISO standards and Ricondo et al., 2010; Paasi et al. 2008; Leopoulos et al, 2006 

etc. measure the magnitude of risk in terms of the combination of likelihood and consequences. 

The CEREN – ESC tool (Reboud and Mazzaro, 2003) assesses risk in terms of potential as a 

combination of volume, rate of margin and life cycle duration of the innovation. The volume is 

calculated on the basis of the mean potential annual sales on the whole market possibly 

interested by the innovation. The rate of margin is related to the values and size of the 

competitive advantage created by the innovation and the life cycle is related to the durability and 

sustainability of the innovation in the using sectors. The eRisC method uses literature based 

different weights for risk groups but also relies on a purely subjective yes or no assessment of 

risks. The PRIMA model (Blanc Alquier and Largasse Tignol, 2006) focuses on knowledge 

management and tries to capture knowledge from previous projects and improve knowledge 

transfer within the organization. This is the only method identified with a non subjective but 

rather a historical risk approach.        

 

In general we can conclude that risks are connected to the newness of tasks at hand and 

knowledge gaps, most methods use subjective risk concepts and are measured with the 

combination of likelihood and consequences. The developed method should follow these 

findings.  

3.2. Innovation 

 

Innovation is an extensive concept involving people, process, technology and studies, rather than 

being limited to technical issues (Gatignon et al., 2002). Moreover innovation should be regarded 

as a strategic process since it has potential for improving competitiveness (Edwards et al., 2005). 

One definition of innovation is (Dangayach et al., 2005):  

 The renewal and enlargement of the range of products and services and the associated 

markets; 

 The establishment of new methods of production, supply and distribution; 
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 The introduction of changes in management, work organization, and the working 

conditions and skills of the workforce. 

 

Furthermore five types of innovations can be identified (Volery, 2010):  

 Product or service innovation which denotes a change in the product or service a 

company provides (Tushman & Nadler, 1986).  

 Market development innovation which describes the process of acquiring new customers 

with existing or new products i.e. the search for new geographical markets.  

 Marketing innovations are considerably new approaches to the marketing of products or 

services i.e. the use of new distribution channels or new brand development.  

 Process innovation is a change in the way a product or service is provided (Tushman & 

Nadler, 1986).  

 Administrative innovations include new institutional policies, structures or systems i.e. 

joint ventures, matrix structures or quality circles (Abrahamson, 1991).  

 

As discussed before we can relate risk to the knowledge gaps and newness of tasks within a new 

product development project, therefore innovation or new product development can be labeled as 

risky and risks need to be managed. We can distinct between incremental and radical innovation 

regarding the level of risks faced and although incremental innovations do not involve high risks 

these should still be managed in SMEs due to lack of experience in new product development 

and time and financial strains NPD projects have on these companies. This is one of the main 

reasons why SMEs should involve risk management even more than large companies and that 

there is a need for a generic tool for SMEs to use.     

 

3.2.1. Incremental vs. radical innovation 

 

When observing the risk involved in NPD we can differentiate between radical and incremental 

innovation projects. They differ on different dimensions i.e. radical innovation life-cycles are 

longer, more unpredictable and more often include cross-functional and or cross-unit teamwork 

(Keizer and Halman, 2009). Incremental projects are more linear, predictable, encounter less 

resource uncertainties, and include less complex collaboration relations (Cardinal, 2001; 

McDermott and O‘Connor, 2002; O‘Connor and Ayers, 2005). Moreover radical innovations 

involve discontinuous development, with which unprecedented improvements or performance 

features are achieved (Leifer, 2001; Majchrzak, 2004). The focus of the success criteria (Rice et 

al., 1998) applied to incremental projects is on the returns to the firm within a predetermined 

timeframe. On the other hand the key criteria regarding radical projects relate to the return of 

new value to the market. In contrast to incremental innovations in radical innovations 

unprecedented improvements are achieved, representing foremost changes in technology that 

involve the discovery of new knowledge, substantial technical risk, time, and costs (Cardinal, 
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2001; Leifer et al., 2001; Majchrzak et al., 2004; Roussel et al., 1991). SMEs mostly focus on 

incremental innovation because radical innovations are considered to be too risky and there is 

also an issue with lack of resources for the development of radical innovation. We also have to 

keep in mind that even incremental innovation is a potential danger for SMEs since they do not 

have a portfolio of NPD projects to disperse the risks. A tool to manage risks is therefore a 

possible solution for the risks SMEs are facing in regard of NPD.  

3.3. SMEs 

 

In general smaller firms are important. SMEs account for over 95% of businesses, create roughly 

50% of total value added worldwide and, depending on the country, generate between 60% and 

90% of all new jobs (OECD, 1997). Furthermore the link between innovation and SME 

performance has been firmly established (Goss, 1991; Storey, 1993, 1994; Oakey, 1991b; 

Rothwell and Dodgson, 1993). In the Netherlands the boundary for small enterprise is 10 

employees and for medium 100 employees (Noteboom, 1994), but OECD (1997) and the EC 

(2003) set the bar at 50 and 250 employees respectively. To understand how to apply risk 

management tools for SMEs we firstly need to understand what the specifics of these companies 

are. SMEs have management structures which differ from those of large companies (Acs et al., 

1994) by having less bureaucracy and flatter management structures (Bhaskaran, 2006). Small 

businesses are stronger in efficient final end exemplary causes (labour entrepreneurship, 

motivation design ideas) and large business in material formal and conditional causes (resources 

knowledge science method control of external conditions) (Noteboom, 1994). In addition SMEs 

need to access external sources of information, knowledge, know-how and technologies, in order 

to build their own innovative capacity. SMEs frequently suffer from financing difficulties, at 

least in certain vital stages of their development, and understaffing at management level is 

common. Access to the know-how and information needed to reduce uncertainty is far more 

difficult and proportionately more expensive for SMEs than for large businesses (Ricondo et al., 

2010). 

3.4. SMEs and new product development 

 

When it comes to the differences in NPD, smaller companies do not normally use formal stage-

gate evaluation. New product ideas may make it to the introduction stage without the evaluation 

using a thorough stage-gate process. Although SMEs do not face the difficulty of multiple 

brands, target segments and data variety, they often lack sufficient information or resources to 

make effective decisions (Ghobadian and Gallear, 1997). The decision to develop an invention is 

riskier for smaller business due to the lesser spread of risk and narrower markets and fewer 

products. This is even more important when it comes to radical innovation where no established 

market exists and marketing should be pursued more tenaciously. The specifics of radical 

innovations make the innovation process less linear, due to their internal flexibility small 
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companies have an advantage there. Due to the number of products in the market large 

companies have a bigger interest in postponing product development in order not to cannibalize 

existing products. Large firms are generally better at production of new technology whereas 

small firms are better at their implementation in new products brought to the market (Noteboom, 

1994). For SMEs NPD projects are very often a ―win or lose‖ situation (Klink et al., 2001). 

SMEs have to deal with the following problems with NPD (Ricondo et al., 2010): 

 Information Availability: Scarce information on technology solutions, false estimation of 

customer requirements, ignorance on global market situation and future perspectives, 

misleading interpretation of environmental or safety legislation and standardization 

procedures, etc.  

 Risk Management: Risk management methodologies are not appropriately addressed in 

NPD processes. Additionally, SMEs have problems to manage risks and firefighting is a 

common practice (Smith and Merrit, 2002). 

 Decision Making: Product development is an increasingly complex process, involving 

strategic and operational decisions (Krishnan and Ulrich, 2001; Büyüközkan et al., 2002): 

Decision approaches by the SMEs have been based on intuitive decisions.  

Obstacles for developing innovation capacities include short term business pressures, costs, 

resistance to change, limited ability to diagnose their own skills or limited contact with relevant 

sources of competence (Dangayach et al., 2005). In addition project managers in small firms 

exhibit a lack in the areas of motivation, marketing, and management (Ledwith, 2004). Small 

firms demonstrate limited use of project management techniques (Murphy and Ledwith, 2007). 

Several SMEs are founded on a single technological innovation. However, these organizations 

evolve an over reliance on technological innovation (Raymond et al., 1998), the reasons for this 

are often historical (Raymond et al., 1998), related with training and development (Sadler-Smith 

et al., 1998) and skills shortages (Chaston et al., 1999). Moreover the concept of developing 

specific innovation experts is contrary to the SMEs general approach, using employees in a 

various role capacity (Choueke and Armstrong, 1998). Classical large organization approaches to 

innovation using large-scale resources for training and development cannot be applied in SMEs 

(Sadler-Smith et al., 1998). Furthermore resource scarcity is one of the main characteristics of 

SMEs (Huang, Soutar & Brown, 2002; Blumentritt, 2004; Sadler-Smith et al., 1998; Lee et al., 

2000; Aragòn-Sanchez and Sánchez-Marín, 2005). These constraints involve shortage of labor, 

finance, lack of suitable investment opportunities and inadequate managerial capacity (Mahoney 

& Pandian, 1992). In large firms innovation decisions face bureaucratic resistance and risk 

aversion whereas in SMEs the innovation decisions are made in free of bureaucratic constraints. 

SMEs are beneficial to creative work: lines of communication are shorter, the interaction 

between the enterprise and its customers are more direct and the absence of fixed reward and 

control structures does not stifle creativity (Wijnberg, 1990). Small firms rarely engage in formal 

planning and instead use informal management practices. Table 1 presents a brief overview of 

the above mentioned characteristics. 
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SME characteristics Source 

Flat management structures Acs et al., 1994; Bhaskaran, 2006; Ghobadian 

and Gallear, 1997; Kirk, 1998; Edwards et al., 

2005; Lee et al., 2000 

  Little bureaucracy 

Low degree of specialization 

  

  

Ghobadian and Gallear, 1997 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

High incidence of innovativeness 

Low degree of standardization and 

formalization 

People dominated 

Idealist decision making 

Simple planning and control system 

Informal evaluation & reporting 

Result oriented 

High degree of resistance to change 

Corporate mindset 

Modest capital and financial resources 

Low cost and little distortion of internal 

communication 

Noteboom, 1994 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

Unique and scarce competencies  

Originality of initiative core strategies 

Limited capacity for new knowledge 

Technical myopia 

Little spread of risk 

Diseconomies of small scale  

Ad hoc management 

Vulnerability of discontinuity of 

management and staff 

Limited career opportunities 

Lack of information 

Errors in marketing and strategy 

Table 3.1: Brief overview on the SMEs characteristics 

 

From the characteristics of SMEs we can conclude two things: firstly the criteria for which 

existing risk management tools are applicable to SMEs and what the requirements for such a tool 

are. Understaffing in management functions, weaker or non structured NPD processes, less 

information and expert knowledge available, intuitive decision making and risk management 

approach, more focus on technological aspects and risks (see Table 1) mean that a risk 

management tool should put additional emphasis on all NPD risks and especially marketing 
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aspects. Involving external consultants regarding risk management may be beneficial due to lack 

of skills, knowledge or expertise and to ensure more objectivity. On the other hand an external 

consultant does not have the insight or access to all information regarding the project. The risk 

management process should not be time consuming and complex to enhance the flexibility and 

fast decision making as a competitive advantage of SMEs. Furthermore the tool should enable 

the discovery of unknown unknowns since SMEs face more knowledge gaps and therefore risks 

and provide an extensive checklist since SMEs have less experience and information available 

regarding NPD. Due to the lack of resources or know how SMEs will choose do develop new 

product in cooperation with other companies and also universities or institutes. In this respect a 

risk management tool should enhance the communication between team members from different 

companies.        

3.5. Risk management models 

 

Risk management is one of the relevant success factors for NPD (White and Fortune, 2002; 

Cooke-Davies, 2002; Westerweld, 2003, Crawford et al., 2005). Innovation concepts developed 

from large organizations may be misleading (Shaw, 1999; Culkin and Smith, 2000) therefore a 

tool for SMEs has to be developed or adapted. Studies (Doering and Parayre, 2000) suggest 

adopting a wide-ranging risk management framework that includes three most important risk 

factors in NPD performance: technology, marketing, and organization. As we will see all risk 

management tools are based on these three factors or their variations and expansions.  Because of 

technology cycles it is impossible to accurately predict the survival of new technologies on the 

market (Freeman and Soete, 1997). Moreover capability is relevant as a source of risk since it is 

frequently unclear whether firms have satisfactory NPD capability to launch a new product 

(Christensen and Bower, 1996).  

 

Some general guidelines for reducing NPD risks in SMEs before analyzing existing methods 

include integrating feedback from external sources (experts and marketing specialists, which 

supports the use of an external risk facilitator). Firms with strong NPD teams learn to better 

manage complex NPD projects and the establishment of organizational routines aiding in risk 

recognition and reduction. Furthermore accumulating technological and product market 

knowledge from past NPD experiences will increase success in subsequent new NPD projects 

(Mu et al., 2009). 

 

To observe the basic concept of risk management tools or models we once again turn to the 

standardized approach (ISO 31000, 2009) and divide risk into four basic steps: risk recognition, 

risk prioritization, risk mitigation and monitoring and review. 
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3.6. Risk recognition  

 

The first step for every risk management tool is risk recognition which consists of context 

establishment or preparation and identification (ISO 31000, 2009). If we want to know how to 

manage risk we need to know which risks we are facing. Risk identification is the key step of the 

process. Its objective is to determine the risks that might affect the project. For the identification 

of risks three basic elements are used: Experts‘ knowledge, checklists and lately corporate 

memory (Kirytopoulos et al., 2001). Sub-categories and factors may be established for every 

industry, since a single set of project success factors may not be suitable for all industries 

(Hartman & Ashrafi, 2004). Risk identification is a continuous task during the entire project‘s 

lifecycle (Chapman, 2001). It is more important in the early phases. A knowledge repository may 

essentially aid the risk identification procedure (Kirytopoulos et al. 2001b). There are several 

techniques to identify and elicit the risks, such as Assumption Analysis, Brainstorming, 

Checklisting, Delphi, Interviewing, Independent Assessment, Document Reviewing or Risk 

Database (Belliveau, Griffin, Somermeyer, 2002; Boyce, 1995). To identify project risks, the 

following three activities are carried out in large companies (Halman and Keizer, 1994): 

 Description of product, process and production system: All of these aspects should be 

analyzed separately as well as their mutual relationships. A systematic description of the 

required product components, the processes required manufacturing these components 

and the necessary equipment has to be created. 

 Identification of technological gaps: Gaps between available and required knowledge, 

skills and experience are analyzed. These gaps are perceived as potential technological 

risks.  

 Identification of organizational and commercial gaps: In the risk-identification process, 

the focal point is also on the identification of the organizational and commercial factors 

which may endanger the successful realization of the project objectives.  

 

Not all risks are equally relevant. The top ten risks for large companies in NPD as identified by 

Keizer and Halman are (2009): 

 Consumer acceptance - Communicating the new product with target consumers 

 Organization and project management - Organization and management of the project  

 Product technology - Stability of the product, while in storage in production plant, in 

shop/warehouse, during transportation or at home 

 Manufacturing technology - Quality and safety requirements of Production system 

(facilities and personnel) 

 Supply chain - Constant and predictable quality of supply by Suppliers  

 External risks - Possible negative external reactions by key opinion formers or interest 

groups 

 Manufacturing Technology - Adequate Production means (equipment and tools) available 

when needed 
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 Product technology - New product fulfils intended functions  

 Commercial Viability - New product meets consumer standards and demands 

 Consumer Acceptance - New product‘s appeal to generally accepted values (health, 

safety, nature, environmental issues). 

 

Here we have to take into account that this research (Keizer and Halman, 2009) was not focused 

on SMEs but it may still be beneficial to be aware of this information when developing a 

checklist later. A brief overview of the NPD risk categories as reported by different authors is 

presented in table 3. The most extensive risk factors overview is reported in Keizer et al., (2002). 

The total factor tables are presented in Appendix A. This checklist can serve as a backbone for 

the development of risk management tool checklist, since it is the most extensive checklist 

available in literature but it has to be modified to some extent. 

 

NPD risk categories   Source NPD risk categories   Source  

1. Product definition 

Smith and Merrit, 

2002 

  

  

  

  

  

1. Product Family & Brand 

positioning risks 

Keizer et al., 

2002 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

2. Development team 2. Product technology risks 

3. Quality and legal 

3. Manufacturing 

technology risks 

4. Manufacturing. 

Outside resources 4. Intellectual property risks 

5. Technical 

5. Supply chain & Sourcing 

risks 

6. Sales and 

Distribution 

6. Consumer acceptance & 

Marketing risks 

    7. Trade customer risks 

1. Product 

superiority/quality 

NPD Risk 

AssessorTM, Adept 

Group 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

8. Competitor risks 

2. Economic 

advantage to the user 

9. Commercial viability 

risks 

3. Overall, 

company/project fit 

10. Organization & Project 

management risks 

4. Technological 

compatibility 11. External risks 

5. Familiarity to the 

company 

12. Screening & Appraisal 

risks 

6. Market need, 

growth & size     

7. Competitive 

situation 1. Technology 

Keizer and 

Vos, 2003 
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8. Defined 

opportunity 2. Market 

  

  

  9. Project definition 3. Finance 

 

4. Organization 

Table 3.2: brief literature overview on NPD risk categories 

3.7. Risk prioritization 

 

The purpose of risk prioritization is to measure risk severity. It consists of risk analysis and 

evaluation (ISO 31000, 2009). The easiest way to calculate exposure is to multiply probability of 

appearance of a risk with the expected impact. Risk assessment results in a ranking of risks. The 

project team may consider only risks that surpass a specific threshold (Kirytopoulos et al., 2001). 

There are many techniques that cope with risk assessment (Koller, 1999; Wideman 1992), such 

as three point estimate (optimistic, pessimistic, most likely values), decision trees, Monte Carlo 

simulation, heuristics (precedence diagramming method), Expected Monetary Value, Failure 

Mode and Effects Analysis, PERT, Real Options Analysis, Scenario Analysis or Sensitivity 

Analysis (Belliveau et al., 2002). Other techniques such as fuzzy sets or neural networks (Carr 

and Tah 2001) do exist, but these techniques, because of their complexity, are not implemented 

in SMEs. The most influential contribution of risk assessment is at the end of the feasibility 

phase of the innovation process. Here the transition to the actual product development and 

engineering takes place and management still has the ability to influence events and make a 

major impact on the eventual outcome (Cooper, 1993; Wheelwright and Clark, 1992). Risk 

analysis aims to prioritize the identified risks (Baccarini and Archer, 2001) by measuring risk 

severity. A periodical reassessment of potential risks in successive phases is required. Recent 

approaches (i.e. Leopolous et al., 2006) indicate that risk analysis is divided in two phases: the 

qualitative and the quantitative analysis.  This is the step where the appropriate response to the 

identified risks, is designed.  Risks with higher exposure should be attended to before others with 

a lower one. Figure 1 presents the optimal point of risk assessment in the NPD process. 

 

A comprehensive risk assessment approach would (Keizer et al., 2002): 

 Evaluate each potential risk on its likelihood, its controllability and its relative 

importance to project performance. 

 Take a cross-functional perspective by identifying and evaluating technological, market, 

and financial as well as operational risks. 

 Conduct the risk assessment at the end of the feasibility phase and periodically reassess 

the project for unforeseen risks and deviations from the risk management plan. 

 Identify and evaluate the product innovation risks individually, and generate, evaluate 

and select alternative solutions in subgroups and plenary sessions. 
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Figure 3.1: Optimal point of risk assessment (Langerak, 2009) 

3.8. Risk Mitigation  

 

Mitigation is the process where we cope with the identified and ranked risks. Either action is 

undertaken which reduce the probability of occurrence and/or impact, or to ease the recovery of 

the project after the appearance of the risk. Both of them should be taken into account, as they 

are complementary aspects. To deal with these risks we either use vulnerability analyses to 

clarify possible effects of risk events on business. The methods include traditional potential risk 

analyses, events tree/chain analyses, effect analyses (cause and effect analyses) and scenario. Or 

use robustness-increasing methods which include reviews, what-if planning methods, early-

warning methods, configuration management, prototypes/models and testing/trials (Mikkelsen, 

1990). Furthermore other ways of risk response include (Hillson, 2003) avoidance (if possible), 

mitigation (if manageable), transfer (if applicable) and retention (if acceptable).  

3.9. Monitoring and review 

 

Monitoring is the final step in crucial for the improvement of the risk management tool. It 

includes continual checking, supervising and critical observation in order to identify the 

discrepancy between the required and expected performance level. Reviews on the other hand 

are undertaken to determine the suitability, adequacy and effectiveness of the tool to achieve 

established objectives (ISO 31000, 2009). Reviews should be done at the end of every new 

product development project and part of it should be a review of the risk management tool.  

 

 

 

Optimal point for risk 

assessment  
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4. Risk management tools 

 

The risk management tools available are intended to be used as part of a wider project 

management approach and should be included in the NPD process (also a recommendation from 

ISO 31000 standard). In practice however, SMEs often find it difficult to implement formal 

methods and do not have a structured NPD process, so the tool has to be able to be applied 

independently and warn against potential development process pitfalls, without losing a 

straightforward simplistic approach, which can deter the entrepreneurs or managers from using 

it. There are additional risk management tools available but for this literature review only the 

tools that focus on the entire risk management process and were published in scientific articles or 

books are discussed.  

 

4.1. Risk management techniques  

 

The risk management techniques for large companies most widely applied in the past are (Keizer 

and Vos, 2003): 

 

 Potential Problem Analysis (Ho, 1993) - The exploration for the cause of a problem is 

actually the search for the change which produces the observed effects. There is only one 

change, simple or composite, which can produce the observed effect. It is found through 

analyzing the facts used in problem specification and this analysis is the core of problem 

solving.  

 Fault Tree Analysis. (Pilot, S. 2002) - Is a deductive procedure used to determine 

combinations of hardware, software failures and human errors. The main purpose of the 

fault tree analysis is to identify potential causes of system failures before they occur. It 

can also be used to evaluate the probability events using analytical or statistical methods. 

These calculations involve information such as failure probability, failure rate and repair 

rate.  

 Failure mode and effects analysis (Cotnareanu, 1999) - The FMEA is a systemized 

cluster of activities anticipated to recognize and evaluate the potential failure of a product 

or process. Furthermore it identifies actions that could eliminate or reduce the likelihood 

of failure occurring and document the entire process. Most are conducted in the product 

design or process development stages, but conducting an FMEA on an existing product 

and process can also be beneficial. 

These techniques are not appropriate since data gathering is mostly conducted through 

brainstorming in group sessions (Keizer and Vos, 2003). The outcomes of such sessions may be 
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biased by groupthink and escalation of commitment effects (Schmidt & Calantone, 2002). Group 

members with different disciplinary backgrounds and hierarchical levels may hesitate to label 

factors as risky or not risky. It also may fail to come up with the not obvious risks (Keizer and 

Vos, 2003). Therefore the data gathering procedure in diagnosing risks regarding NPD requires 

minimal social influence on individuals when they give meaning to the risks involved. These 

approaches primarily focus on potential failures in the technology of the new product the success 

of product innovation, however, is determined by both external influences and internal 

circumstances in which all these factors interact (Keizer and Vos, 2003). We need to keep in 

mind that most risk management tools still use brainstorming for data gathering regarding risk as 

suggested by FMEA. 

4.2. Current risk management tools potentially applicable to or 

designed for SMEs 

4.2.1. RDM  

 

RDM is a tool developed by Keizer et al. (2002). Risk management involves 9 steps (Appendix 

B where steps in different tools are depicted) whereby the people involved are being interviewed 

individually and systematically by a risk facilitator. This risk facilitator is not a member of the 

project team and during the interview addresses the perceived risks for the project. Risks are 

identified subjectively and analyzed regarding views on knowledge gaps in the project. Larger 

companies have employees for whom risk facilitation is their job on the other hand small 

companies do not have these resources. In their case a senior colleague from outside the project 

can be asked to take the role of facilitator or an external consultant. Risk assessment includes the 

design of a risk questionnaire. Risk response, development and control include developing 

creative and effective action plans for dealing with the risks identified during the risk 

assessment. Eventually a management session where the standing project planning and problem 

solution approaches are evaluated against the risks that have been identified is conducted (Keizer 

and Vos, 2003). RDM fits certain requirement mentioned above in the SME section. 

Identification is done in individual interviews therefore enabling the discovery of unknown 

unknowns. The management session enables team communication. The risk facilitator being 

outside the project team ensures objectivity and aids the lack of experience and skills in SMEs. 

The most comprehensive checklist available in literature is a definite plus of this tool. The 

weakness of RDM is the complexity and time consumption, though it can be adapted to smaller 

projects. Furthermore the proposed checklist is useful but has to be expanded in terms of NPD 

process and marketing risks.    
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4.2.2. PRIMA method 

 

The PRIMA method is a pro-active risk management approach focused on and starting on the 

definition phase. The method organizes risk knowledge capture, storage and reuse. It supports 

management decisions and company strategy by way of risk evaluation. Moreover it organizes a 

risk referential with a precise definition of internal risk (products, resources, costs etc.) and 

external risk (clients, customer, market, competitors, strategic position, environment, etc.), 

structured for business decision making (Blanc Alquier and Lagasse Tignol, 2006). PRIMA uses 

a software tool (database) to storage information regarding project risks. Risks are defined as the 

level of control a company has over tasks to be executed and are based on subjective evaluations 

of project managers. The main point here is to apply knowledge management techniques so that 

problems from similar tasks in the past are solved faster (Blanc Alquier and Lagasse Tignol, 

2006). This method offers good advice for gaining knowledge from past similar projects but fails 

to address the knowledge gaps in radical projects and lack a structured approach towards risk 

management. The results are depended on manager‘s view; it is complex, time consuming and 

fails to discover unknown unknowns but offers a solution for setting up an extensive individual 

potential risk check-list.     

4.2.3. CEREN – ESC tool / Volery extension  

 

CEREN – ESC developed a screening tool designed to assist entrepreneurs evaluate the risk-

return profile of future innovation investment. The model developed measures the anticipated 

rent or financial return expected from an investment in an innovation. It observes three variables 

sales volume, rate of margin and the duration of the lifecycle. Six configurations among eight 

possible are associated with these variables and serve as a guiding tool for risk evaluation 

(Reboud and Mazzarol, 2003). 
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Figure 4.1: Six possible configuration of the CEREN – ESC tool (Santi et al., 2003, Reboud and 

Mazzarol, 2003) 

 

This tool relates risk to uncertainties the innovator faces. It is does not offer a risk management 

approach but limits itself to risk assessment through financial criteria. The assessment is done by 

the entrepreneur and is based on his view and estimations regarding sales volume, margin rate 

and lifecycle duration. The drawback here is that it does not address several risk aspects; there is 

no checklist available, it has no process orientation and it is not a holistic approach towards risk 

management. On one hand it is simple but it strongly depends on the entrepreneurs estimations.    

 

This tool was later improved by Volery (2008) who added the diagnostic diamond in order to 

improve the business model/innovation process. It addresses market, innovation, resources and 

strategic index. It is a welcome addition to the primary tool since it focuses on the NPD process 

but still fails to adequately overcome other weaknesses.   

4.2.4. INNORISK 

 

Paasi et al. (2007) have developed the new concept development (NCD) model and applied the 

uncertainty management into the elements of NCD (Figure 3). Potential Problem/Opportunity 

Analysis, (PPA) Reunanen, 1993) can be used as an effective method in the opportunity 

identification and analysis. Afterwards Opportunity Balance Matrix (OBM) is used. OBM is 

developed for the management of uncertainty at the opportunity analysis phase includes 

potentially important market need and foresight factors. It focuses on the new concept 

opportunity (including business and technological aspects). The uncertainty and market need 

information is managed by generating three (or more) potential futures: optimistic, pessimistic 

and likely (Paasi et al., 2007). A company should prepare itself and create competences and 

agility by developing alternative concepts for alternative futures and by this minimize the 

influence of future uncertainty (Kivistö and Rahnasto et al., 2000, Vuori et al., 2001, Peltola et 
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al, 2003). Eventually opportunities and risks related to specific factors are ranked in each 

alternative future prediction. Roadmapping is an example of a tool linking market needs and 

drivers with available technology into specific business opportunities (Phaal et al, 2004). The 

objective of the tables is to find out critical subjects in the network which may need specific risk 

management actions. Furthermore they serve for the selection of partners for innovation work.  

 

 
Figure 4.2: An overview of the INNORISK model 

 

Innorisk focuses on the NPD process and risk management. Risks are identified through the 

Delphi method within a project team or using experts and a checklist. Risks are then assessed 

considering likelihood and consequences. This method is somewhat similar to RDM but does not 

take into account the level of control the company has over potential risk and does not use 

individual interviews but questionnaires in several rounds for risk identification. For the 

assessment an average score is used which can be deceiving but including standard deviation is a 

good addition since it helps uncovering different views within the individual assessments.      

 

4.2.5. eRisC 

 

The eRisC tool identifies measures and allows managing the main risk factors for several SME 

projects including expansion, export and innovation projects. The relative importance and 

influence of risk factors was taken into account on the failure of evaluated projects. Sets of 

questions and sub-questions are answered by the user that would support the measurement of the 

actual risk level of a project (Delisle and St-Pierre, 2003). The tool consists of three steps, 

identification, assessment and mitigation. It observes risks as uncertainty on different aspect of 

the new product development project. The method is conducted by going through an online 

check list and answering yes/no/not applicable. This is done by the project manager or 
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entrepreneur. The problem here is that this limits the search for potential problems only to the 

checklist and disregards searching for project specific risks. It is also based on the subjective 

opinion of one person, it is not team oriented and although the software offers some suggestions 

to mitigate risk, they are rather limited and generic. The advantage of this is that it is software 

based and provides an immediate analysis.      

 

4.2.6. Ricondo risk management tool  

 

A general overview of the risk management model is seen below in figure 4. It includes four 

steps: risk identification module, evaluation module, action making module and track and control 

module (Ricondo et al., 2010). In addition a Risk Scoreboard has been developed, identifying 9 

risk categories and several subcategories and subsequent factors. These factors are being revised 

and validated by Technical and Innovation managers within selected manufacturing companies. 

On the other hand, a simple risk probability and impact evaluation method has been established 

(with low-medium-high scales). The aim is to continually feedback the Risk Scoreboard 

(identifying new risks) and to create a NPD Risk Management Knowledge System, in which past 

NPD project could be consulted and project risk Radar profiles compared (project-project 

comparisons, etc). Risk are identified based on managers own judgment, using available 

information and critical success factors. This method only uses managers opinion, does not offer 

an in-depth analysis, does not enhance communication or offer an extensive checklist.   

 
Figure 4.3: Risk management tool (Ricondo et al., 2010) Figure 4.4: Risk scoreboard (Ricondo et 

al., 2010) 

 

4.2.7. Kirytopoulos et al. method 

 

This article suggests the usage of interviews, checklists and corporate knowledge for risk 

identification but does not provide in-depth information on the procedure. Risks are then 

assessed according to impact and probability. The most important addition of this method is the 

use of software (RISKMAN Profesional) to improve project planning (Kirtytopoulos et al., 
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2001). This is useful for larger, more time consuming project but does not detail the risk 

management process itself, it rather offers an overview of the existing literature. The model 

follows a basic four step approach: identification, assessment, mitigation and follow up. They 

suggest an expert guided top down approach towards risk identification aided by questionnaires, 

check lists and corporate memory. The risk assessment is conducted using a Monte Carlo 

simulation to calculate probable project cost and end time estimation (Kirtytopoulos et al., 2001). 

Here we have to note that the tool is not specifically designed for new product development but 

rather for general project management. The tool is useful though because it can help to better 

estimate development time and cost.  

4.2.8. Sarbacker and Ishii method     

 

This method defines risks as exposure to chance of an unsuccessful product development 

outcome due to uncertainty and ambiguity. Uncertainty and ambiguity relate to lack of 

information and risks are assessed by likelihood and impact. The methodology is composed of 

four steps; firstly the individual stages of team discussion are focused on identifying risks in each 

dimension, then it looks for opportunities to mitigate the identified risk through information 

gathering, modeling, risk hedging, and risk tracking. Upon reflection risks are identified in a 

group session which is suboptimal but the tool in general increases team communication. It does 

not offer a checklist and risk are identified and assessed through brainstorming using a modified 

FMEA approach (Sarbacker and Ishii, 1997).  

4.3. Risk management tools comparison 

 

All the above mentioned tools use a subjective risk approach based on uncertainties resulting 

from lack of information or knowledge gaps (RDM), except PRIMA which focuses on similar 

past project risk and knowledge transfer but this is not applicable to SMEs since they do not have 

many NPD projects or the resources for a knowledge repository. For risk identification different 

approaches are used. ERisC uses a checklist only, RDM uses checklist and individual interviews, 

Prima and the Ricondo tool use semi structured interviews, Innorisk uses brainstorming and a 

checklist, Kyrtopolous et al use interviews, checklists and corporate knowledge and Sarbacker 

and Ishii use brainstorming only. All methods use impact and likelihood to assess risk, which is 

determined by group members or project managers, except RDM which also uses the level of 

control the project team has over a potential risk. RDM uses a risk management session to 

achieve consensus on action plans for the highest risks involved, other risks are dealt with in a 

plenary session or in subgroups. Kyrtopolous et al only focus on risk assessment there a 

mitigation approach is not included. Innorisk suggests that mitigation should be included in the 

following NPD process steps, whereas eRisC offers generic solutions as part of the software 

output after the assessment and Prima uses risk sheets including risk reduction actions and 

scenarios to reduce risks. In regard of the requirements for SMEs mentioned before, we can 
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conclude that the methods that come into question, at least to some extent, are RDM, Innorisk 

and eRisC. These three tools take all potential risk into account and also focus on the entire risk 

management process. The strengths of RDM are uncovering unknown unknowns, enhancing 

team communication, using an external risk facilitator and an extensive checklist. Innorisk 

focuses on the entire NPD process not only on risk management and offers a simpler approach 

towards risk assessment and eRisC is very simplistic, software based and time efficient. Using an 

external risk facilitator (RDM approach) would benefit SMEs due to their lack of experience and 

to provide objectivity, since managers are often prone to lose objectivity the longer the project 

runs due to emotional involvement and escalation of commitment (Biyalogorsky et al, 2006). 

The questions that need to be answered and solved are which approach to take when companies 

do not want to use an external risk facilitator and are too small to use own personnel, an 

extensive checklist focusing on marketing and development process risks has to be developed 

and the tool needs to be more simplistic and not as time consuming as current available tools are 

(except eRisC which has other drawbacks), therefore involving a (partial) software solution for 

the assessment part.   

4.4. Literature review findings 

 

In conclusion risk management models for NPD in use for large companies are handy but cannot 

be used for SMEs due to their specific nature without modification. Also a general model has to 

be adapted to the specifics of the industry of individual companies. Several models have been 

developed for SMEs recently. Some of them tackle specific areas of risk management i.e. 

quantitative analysis tools or knowledge management techniques, on the other hand other tools 

provide a global solution. The tools that provide a global solution are more or less based on the 

same principles. The general approach is a three step tool (or variations on the theme). Firstly, 

risks have to be identified; there are many tools for this as explained before. The general 

consensus is that the risk determined by literature need to be considered together with additional 

possible risk identified by project managers and non-relevant risks should be excluded. Only 

relevant risks are addressed in the second phase and need to be prioritized. Finally, in step three a 

plan is drawn on how to address these risks. Finally monitoring and reviews are a necessary 

addition to the risk management approaches. A risk management tool is more appropriate for 

radical innovations since they involve more risk but is also applicable for incremental 

innovations, especially for SMEs. 

 

SMEs mostly work with incremental innovation which still represents a major risk since they do 

not have a project portfolio to diversify it. This is the reason why SMEs find all kind of 

innovation to be risky and a tool needs to be developed to enable them to highlight and manage 

the risk rather than avoid it.  
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5. Data analysis 

The objective of the exploratory phase in the thesis is to establish the extent and of usage of risk 

management methods for new product development with SMEs in the Eindhoven area. As 

described in the methodology part, this will be completed with the help of interviews with 

managers and entrepreneurs. The companies are 15 small and medium enterprises with up to 250 

employees who are or were involved with new product development. Managers are employees in 

the company that are responsible for new product management but are not owners. Entrepreneurs 

on the other hand are the majority part or full owners of the mentioned companies and are 

involved in new product development.   The questionnaire can be found in Appendix C and the 

overview of the companies and people involved in the interview in appendix D. The exploratory 

phase should answer the following five sub questions which further deepen or confirm the 

findings of the literature review:     

 

 “To what extent do SMEs use risk management tools for new product development?” 

 “Which type of risk management tools do SMEs use for NPD?” 

 “What is general perception on risk management in SMEs?” 

 “How is risk management organized in SMEs?” 

 “What is the level of experience with new product development for SMEs?” 

 

The first sub question will explore the extent of usage of risk management tools. 

  

 ―To what extent do SMEs use risk management tools for new product development?‖ 

(questions 10, 15, 20-27, 39)  

 

On the question whether training has been provided by their organization in terms of risk 

management only 26, 6% of interviewees have answered affirmably. Here there was no 

difference between managers and entrepreneurs. Half of the affirmative answers were from 

managers and the other half were entrepreneurs.  

Company 

code 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 

Question 

10 Y N N Y N N N N Y Y N N N N N 

Table 5.1: Overview on answers to the question whether training for risk management has been 

provided by the company  

 

Furthermore only one third of the companies have a documented risk management policy. Here 

interestingly only one company where a manager was interviewed has a documented risk policy. 
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A policy in this case is a documented risk management approach. The risk management policy in 

all cases is FMEA. Due to the direct communication the policy is transmitted by top management 

directly to employees. This is no surprise since these are small companies and the lines of 

communication are direct. 

 

Company 

code 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 

Question 

15 Y Y N Y N Y N N N N N N y N N 

Table 5.2: Answers to the question whether the companies have a documented risk policy 

 

The responsibility for risk management is mostly in the hands of managers or entrepreneurs, only 

with two companies the responsibility for risk management was with the project team. 

Company 

code 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 

22 M M M T M M M M M M M T M M M 

Table 5.3: Answers to the question where the responsibility for risk management lies, M 

meaning manager and T meaning project team 

 

Three out of fifteen interviewed companies have a risk register/data base though it is focused on 

technological risks. These are medium sized companies and all of the interviewees were 

managers. Smaller companies do not have as many new product development projects which is 

also the reason why they do not have a risk database.  

Company 

code 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 

23 Y N N N N Y N N N N N Y N N N 

Table 5.4: Answers to the question whether the companies have a risk database 

 

Interestingly none of the companies use software for risk management or analysis. This was to be 

expected with small companies as the literature suggested but oddly none of the medium sized 

companies uses software as well. Risks are dominantly assess by qualitative methods (i.e. low, 

medium, high), only one company reported to use a quantitative method (Wientjens company). 

 

With the question whether risk are difficult to assess in terms of occurrence, likelihood, etc we 

can conclude that likelihood is the most difficult to assess, which is not surprising since none of 

the companies use software or statistical tools for calculating the likelihood for risks to occur 

(average score 2,7). The second most problematic was to assess which risks will occur (2,3). 

Here once again discovering unk unk‘s comes to mind. As concluded in the literature review this 

should be one of the crucial aspects of the risk management tool. Monitoring was the least 

problematic. This is due to the low number of NPD projects where monitoring the risks over 
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many projects is not a priority. The interviewees that gave the low scores (less than 2 on average) 

have only dealt with incremental innovation in few projects and have not faced high risks.      

 

Company 

code 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 

Occurrence 1 1 4 2 2 5 2 1 1 2 4 4 4 1 1 

Likelihood 1 1 5 3 2 5 2 4 1 3 4 3 4 1 1 

Potential 

impact 1 1 1 4 2 4 2 1 1 2 3 5 5 1 1 

Prioritize 1 1 1 2 3 2 4 1 1 3 4 3 5 1 1 

Mitigate 1 1 1 3 2 1 4 1 1 4 4 4 5 1 1 

Monitor 1 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 1 1 5 1 1 1 1 

Table 5.5: Answers to the question whether risks are difficult to assess concerning different 

aspects  

 

When it comes to the question to what extent managers consider certain risks groups and how 

problematic these risks are, the highest median scored on a five point scale in terms of 

consideration were consumer acceptance risks (4, 93) and commercial viability risks (4, 87) 

followed by trade customers risks (4, 33) but here we have to note that these risks were 

applicable to only 6 out of 15 interviewees companies. The lowest scores in terms of 

consideration were brand image and positioning risks (3, 20) and external risks. This is no 

wonder since all companies were business to business where brand image is not that crucial 

according to the interviewee‘s opinion. When it comes to past experience and considerations on 

how problematic risks groups are the lowest score on a five point scale was intellectual property 

risks (2, 00), product family and brand positioning risk (2, 33) and external risks (2,25). 

Intellectual property risks were ranked lowest because SMEs find it difficult to enforce patent 

rights and generally try to innovate fast to stay in front of the competition. On the other hand the 

most problematic risks were consumer acceptance risk (4, 27) and commercial viability risks (3, 

87). This supports the literature review findings that a risk management tool for SMEs has to put 

extra emphasis on marketing. 
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Company code 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 

BRAND 2 1 4 5 5 5 1 4 2 1 4 4 5 4 1 

  1 1 1 4 4 2 1 2 2 1 5 2 4 4 1 

PROD TECH 4 1 4 4 5 5 1 5 4 2 4 4 3 5 5 

  3 1 1 1 5 4 1 4 5 4 4 1 1 5 5 

MAN TECH 5 1 4 4 5 5 1 5 5 1 4 5 5 5 5 

  4 1 1 2 2 1 1 4 5 1 4 1 4 2 5 

INTEL PROPERTY 4 1 3 4 5 5 3 5 4 4 4 2 5 5 1 

  4 1 2 1 2 2 3 2 2 1 4 1 1 3 1 

SUPPLY 5 1 3 4 4       5 5 5 4 5 1   

  3 1 1 2 4       5 2 5 2 3 1   

CONSUMER 

ACCEPTANCE 5 5 5 5 5 5 4 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 

  3 4 2 5 5 5 4 5 5 5 4 2 5 5 5 

TRADE       3   4   5 5   4   5     

        4   2   4 4   4   4     

COMPETITION 5 3 4 3 3 5 4 5 2 3 5 4 3 4 3 

  5 1 3 3 2 3 1 3 3 3 5 1 4 3 2 

COMMERCIAL  5 5 4 5 4 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 

  5 4 2 4 3 3 3 4 4 5 5 2 4 5 5 

ORGANIZATIONAL 2 4 4 5 5 5 4 5 5   5 2 4 4 2 

  4 1 1 4 5 2 2 2 5   5 1 3 3 2 

EXTERNAL 2 1 4 4 4   3 5 4 5 4 4 2     

  1 1 1 1 2   2 5 4 4 4 1 1     

SCREENING & 

APP 5 1 4 4 3 2 3 5 5 5 5   5 1   

  1 1 1 1 4 2 3 5 5 5 5   2 1   

Table 5.6: Answers to the question how much consideration the interviewees give different risk 

groups and how problematic they were in the past on a 1-5 scale, 1 meaning very low 

 

These findings confirm the conclusions of the literature review. Tools are used in a very limited 

fashion. There were no differences between managers and entrepreneurs except with the risk 

policy where only one interviewed manager had a risk management policy.  
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 ―What is an appropriate risk management tool for new product development in small and 

medium enterprises?‖ (questions 55-63) 

 

On the question which risks related data companies lacked most in their past new product 

development projects the most common answer was marketing risks (53,3%). The second answer 

was technical (26,6%) and the third was organizational (20%); more accurately development 

time estimates. On the question which risks where most overestimated 26% stated competitors 

risks, 20 % technological risks, 13,3 % organizational risks and customer acceptance risks and 

6,6% product family and brand positioning risks. Here we can find a difference between 

managers and entrepreneurs. Entrepreneurs were the only ones that answered that they 

overestimated technological risks and competitors risk, whereas only managers overestimated 

organizational risks. The most underestimated risks were organizational 26,6%, 20% customer 

acceptance and technological risks, screening and appraisal and supply chain risks 6,6%. Here 

with the exception of one manager only entrepreneurs answered that they underestimated 

marketing risks.  

 

Company code 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

Lacking MARKET MARKET MARKET   MARKET TECH TECH TECH 

Overestimate ORG TECH TECH BRAND  MARKET   ORG COMP 

Underestimate SUPPLY MARKET MARKET ORG ORG ORG TECH TECH 

Table 5.7: Answers to the question what data they were most lacking, which risks were mostly 

overestimated and which were mostly underestimated 

 

Company code 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 

Lacking MARKET   MARKET MARKET TECH MARKET   

Overestimate TECH COMP COMP MARKET   COMP ORG 

Underestimate SUPLY ORG TECH EXTERNAL   SCREEN   

Table 5.8: Continuation of table 5.7 

 

The general perception on risk differs between entrepreneurs and managers. Although both 

groups see risks as an opportunity; as expected entrepreneurs are more prone to taking risks than 

managers and in most interviews entrepreneurs claimed risks to be part of their daily life. To 

some extent this makes managers more receptive to use a risk management tool. There was also 

a consensus that risk management is needed but the extent depends on the complexity and 

innovativeness of the project. The expectations of the interviewees regarding a risk management 

tool were that it had to be easy to use, there has to be a strong component of discovering 

unknown unknowns, marketing focused and it should not present a barrier or slow down the 

project. These results are also in line with the literature review. The new product development 

projects in the interviewees‘ companies are divided into stages and mostly follow the stage gate 
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principles, risk management is usually conducted before the start of the prototype development 

and before going to production. The innovation process was described as a tunnel, rather than a 

funnel, but we have to take into account that SMEs have fewer projects which makes the effort to 

create a funnel rather difficult. On the other hand risk management offers objectivity which may 

prevent bad project to be introduced in the market and fail. 

 

  ―Which type of risk management tools do SMEs use for NPD?‖ (questions 28-30, 50-51)  

 

All of the interviewed companies use some type of brainstorming for identifying risks and 

individual assessment. 40% of the companies use a SWOT analysis, 46, 6% use interviews, past 

organizational experience and checklists and 20% use the company‘s data base. For risk 

assessment managers either follow the FMEA method (60%) or do it ad hoc (40%) and for risk 

mitigation FMEA procedures and prototype testing is used. 

Company 

code 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 

Tool F X F F F F F X F X X F F X X 

Table 5.9: Answers to the question which risk management tool the interviewees use (F meaning 

FMEA and X meaning none) 

 

The only tool that managers know and have used in the past is FMEA (60%). This is one of the 

reasons, besides the fact that most entrepreneurs interviewed are engineers, why marketing 

causes the biggest problems and is the crucial aspect to be taken into account. As expected, 

managers use more tools for risk management. Here we also have to note that the interviewed 

managers work mostly in medium sized companies and deal with more NPD projects.  

  

 ―What is the general perception of risk management in SMEs?‖ (questions 1,2,8,9, 12-13, 

18-19, 41, 52-54) 

 

On a five point scale (1 meaning not important and 5 meaning very important) the median score 

on the question how important effective risk management is to achieve NPD objectives was 3,9. 

On the question whether effective risk management can improve the organizations performance 

in NPD the median score was 4,2.  

Company 

code 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 

Importance 4 4 5 2 5 4 3 4 5 5   2 4 5 2 

Improvement 4 4 4 4 5 4 4 4 5 5 5 3 4 4 4 

Table 5.10: Answers to the question how important risk management is and how much it can 

improve the organizations performance on a 1-5 scale, 1 meaning very low 
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Companies do recognize the need for risk management skills (3,2 median score) but they do not 

encourage their employees to undertake relevant training to improve risk management skills 

(2,3).  

Company code 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 

Need 3 2 5 2 3 2 2 4 5 5 4 1 4   4 

Encouragement 3 1 5     1 1 1 2   4   4   1 

Table 5.11: Answers to the question whether the companies recognize the need for risk 

management and encourage employees to improve their risk management skills on a 1-5 scale, 1 

meaning very low  

 

Taking considered risks is supported in the companies (median score 4,4) and innovation is even 

more desired (median score 4,9). 

Company 

code 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 

Supporting 

risk 5 5 4 4 4 5 4 2 5 5 5 4 4 

 

5 

Supporting 

innovation 5 5 4 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 4 5 5 

 

5 

Table 5.12: Answers to the question whether the companies support taking risk and innovation to 

achieve their goals on a 1-5 scale, 1 meaning very low 

 

In the last five years 60% of the companies confirmed that they are facing highly increased or 

increased risks when it comes to new product development, the other 40% stated that the severity 

of risks has not changed.  

Company 

code 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 

Tool 1 1 1 4 1 2 1 4 1 1 1 4 4   4 

Table 5.13: Answers to the question whether the companies are facing more, less or the same 

amount of risk as five years ago (1 increased, 2 highly increased, 3 decreased, 4 not changed) 

 

46,6% of the companies see risk identification as the most difficult phase in risk management, 

6,6% find assessment to be most challenging and 13,2% find mitigation to be the most difficult 

step. Here we can conclude that there is an interest in risk management but it is not really 

encouraged. The attitude towards risk is more acceptant with entrepreneurs rather than with 

managers. Entrepreneurs support the taking of risks more than managers and consequently view 

risk management as more important than managers.  
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 ―How is risk management organized in SMEs?‖ (questions 3-7, 14, 42-44, 48, 49) 

 

The question on the extent of a link created between risk management and the NPD process 

within the companies the result is fairly low (median score 2,3 on a five point scale; 1 meaning 

very low).  

Company 

code 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 

Link 3 1 1 5 2 4   1 5 1 1 1 3 3 1 

Table 5.14: Answers to the question whether the companies recognize the need for risk 

management and encourage employees to improve their risk management skills on a 1-5 scale, 1 

meaning very low 

 

The management‘s attitude towards risk management is only documented in 3 companies but the 

accountability and responsibility is well known and understood. Monitoring the efficiency of risk 

management is not really of routine project management reporting (median score 1,7). 

 

Company 

code 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 

Monitoring 4  1  1 2 1 1 1  1  4  1 5  1 1  1 1  

Table 5.15: Answers to the question whether monitoring the efficiency of the risk management is 

part of the reporting routine 

 

Most companies conduct a risk analysis either twice in the project or in every stage of the 

development. All but one company that uses FMEA are medium sized companies (100 or more 

employees). With smaller companies entrepreneurs tend to use an ad hoc approach rather than a 

structured approach or a tool. Once again the conclusions of the literature review are confirmed.     

 ―What is the level of experience with new product development for SMEs managers?‖   

 

The average score on how many new product development the interviewees have been involved 

in the career is 25,5. Here we have to take into account that in some companies the products are 

highly individualized so that every product may present an innovation.  Nonetheless the 

interviewees have a vast experience in developing new products. On average an interviewee is 

currently working on 3,3 innovation projects. This supports the relevance of the gathered data 

and the opinions stated in the interviews in term of expectations of the final design.  

 

In conclusion the exploratory part confirmed the findings of the literature review. Companies do 

not use tools for risk management with the exception of FMEA. The developed tool has to be 

easy to use and not time consuming. Even though software is currently not used a software 

solution is preferred. There were some differences between managers and entrepreneurs but had 

more to do with the fact that most interviewed managers were employed in medium sized 
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companies with more new product development projects running than entrepreneurs in small 

companies.  

6. Design  

There are several requirements for a tool. It has to involve all possible risks groups, needs to help 

uncover unk unk‘s, improve communication between team member and companies, has to be 

functional for incremental and radical innovation and have an emphasis on marketing. 

Furthermore it has to represent a holistic solution and not only address a single aspect of risk 

management. As concluded in the literature review and during the interviews, the best solution 

for SMEs would on one hand be a modification of the RDM tool and a Software based tool 

similar to eRisC since they best address the before mentioned requirements.  

 

There are two possible solutions for the risk management tool. Firstly we can use the RDM 

approach with an external risk facilitator. An external facilitator can either be a person within the 

company who is not a part of project team or an external consultant. This could be achieved with 

the assistance of a consulting company like Syntens. It makes sense to use an external facilitator 

when large project teams are involved or in case when different companies are involved since 

RDM better fits complex projects large project teams and is especially handy when it comes to 

improving communication between team members and discovering unk unk‘s. 

 

The second possibility is a solution similar to eRisC, where an individual or small team uses 

software to analyze the risks. Since we do not have a person outside the project involved, the 

checklist has to be extensive to as much as possible substitute the objectivity brought by an 

external facilitator.  

 

As an extensive checklist was one of the primary needs stated by the interviewees we should 

focus on this first. Both solutions will base on the same checklist. As a basis the RDM checklist 

will be used. In additions to the Keizer et al. (2002) checklist if the company is developing a 

service the following issues have to be taken into account: 

 Employees (front line staff) are actively involved in the development (Johne and Storey, 

1997) 

 The staff chosen will provide an adequate service in terms of knowledge, marketing 

skills, commitment and enthusiasm (Johne and Storey, 1997). 

 The staff will receive adequate training (Edvardsson and Olson, 1996).  

 The service process is customer friendly and adapted to human logic (Johne and Storey, 

1997) 

 The idea will be successfully sold to the internal customer (Langeard et al., 1986; 

Lovelock, 1984). 
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 The service fits with existing resources/expertise in terms of delivery systems, operations, 

salesforce, advertising, market research, customer service (Johne and Storey, 1997) 

 

Additional marketing issues to be addressed are (Song et al., 2001): 

 The market characteristics and trends have been determined adequately 

 Market potential has been evaluated and provides satisfying results 

 Existing and potential competitors product have been evaluated adequately 

 A marketing plan has been set up involving: sales, promotion, distribution, pricing, 

product and timing 

 New product fits the innovation portfolio regarding innovativeness (incremental vs 

radical) 

 Customers are dissatisfied with the current products (Scholder et al., 1991) 

 The customer will not perceive the innovation to far behind/ahead of time (Boone et al, 

2001) 

 The primary customer is acceptant to innovation (Wouters and Nijssen, 2009)  

In case when an external risk facilitator is used the RDM structure can be used. This includes the 

following steps: 

6.1.1. Step 1 Initial briefing 

RDM is conducted with the help of a risk facilitator, who is either an internal person who is not a 

member of the project team or an external consultant. This is crucial since it offers relative 

independence, freedom from bias and team members are more likely to confide their concerns in 

such a person. The responsibility for risk management however should stay with the project 

manager (Keizer et al., 2002). Based on my experience with the projects I have analyzed this is 

also the case with SMEs. On one hand there was a case of three small companies working 

together on a new product development project and after the presentation of the results it was 

obvious that some concern were not stated by the three entrepreneurs even though there was no 

hierarchical influence. On the other hand in medium sized companies lack of communication 

between R&D and marketing as described by Workman (1993) is an issue which can be resolved 

by an external risk facilitator. The initial briefing should cover general and project specific 

topics. The issues to be covered are objectives and characteristics of the project, identifying the 

stakeholders, the phase the project is in, the commitments required from the participants, 

confidentiality, choosing the participants, which is one of the crucial aspects and clarify the 

expectations and outcome of the analysis (Keizer et al.). In small companies usually only the 

entrepreneur is included in the analysis but in medium sized companies (up to 250 employees) 

the number is similar as suggested by Keizer et al. (2002), between 10 and 20. When choosing 

the participants of the analysis in medium sized companies or larger teams, it is crucial to include 

all division involved in the project (finance, marketing, R&D, sales, etc.). This helps to uncover 

risks in all possible aspects.  
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Even though RDM suggest that the second step should be a kick off meeting it is in my 

experience sufficient to inform the project manager and then clarify the details at the individual 

interviews.   

6.1.2. Step 2 individual interviewing of participants 

Here is where we develop an overview of all critical aspects in the project. The interviews of 

participant are conducted individually to prevent group thinking or hierarchical influences. Based 

on my experience the interview will last 45 minutes on average but depends on the complexity 

and involvement of the interviewee and can last up to 75 minutes. As RDM (Keizer et al., 2002) 

suggests it is best to start with an explanation about the content of the interview and clarify 

uncertainties. Afterwards the interviewee is asked to briefly describe the project and his 

involvement in it. It is best to start with open questions following the proposed tactics of the long 

interview as described by Mullins (2007): 

 Ask a few open ended questions 

 Let the interviewee go where he or she may 

 Dig-deeper questions 

 Out of the box prompts 

 

An example of few open ended questions to kick of the interview might be: 

 Who is your customer (think about all stake holders)?  

 What are the competitive advantages of the product? 

 What is the goal of the project? 

 Where do you see potential problems or knowledge gaps in your part of the project? 

 Where do you see potential problems or knowledge gaps outside your involvement?  

 

Dig-deeper questions are useful for following up on something a person has just said and you 

either want to know more or you have sensed hesitation or doubt (Mullins, 2007). Here in my 

experience the best response is: ―But you didn‘t seem too convinced in that‖ or simply raising an 

eyebrow, repeating the statement in a doubtful manor or asking an explorative question i.e.: 

―what do you mean by that?‖ There are also some dig wider prompts which include elements that 

you think you know and what you know you don‘t know and are preceded by the phrase: ―What 

about…‖ or ―What if….‖ Out of the box prompts include contrasts and exceptional incidents 

prompts. An example of the former is a question: ―What if this product is not used in 

manufacturing?‖ and an example of the latter is: ―What about unusual uses for this product?‖ 

(Mullins, 2007).  

 

The interview continues with the prepared checklist; use the RDM checklist as a basis and add 

the additional ones mentioned earlier. Furthermore Keizer et al. (2002) suggest using preceding 
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interviews without mentioning the name of the respondent to the completeness and correctness 

of the data (Keizer et al., 2002).    

 

6.1.3. Step 3 design of a risk questionnaire 

 

After the individual interviews are concluded the facilitator analyzes his notes and clusters the 

risks according to the categories suggested by RDM. It is crucial that the risks are formed as 

positive statement i.e. ―top management supports the project‖, rather than ―there is a lack of 

support from the top management.‖ This is important since Kahneman and Tversky‘s (1997) 

theory claim that negative framing of risks induce more positive perceptions which is to be 

avoided in risk analysis since it prevents an objective analysis. After the questionnaire is set up 

the facilitator should meet up with the project manager and verify the questionnaire to avoid 

ambiguity of the statements.   

 

 
Figure 6.1: Example of a risk questionnaire in Excel  

6.1.4. Step 4 answering the questionnaire 

 

Interviewees are asked to score the risk statements written in the questionnaire individually. This 

can be done via email. They score the statements on a seven point scales (even though RDM 

proposes a five point scale I found that a seven point scale better depicts the differences between 

risk levels) in terms of (Keizer et al., 2002):     
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 The level of certainty that the objective in the risk statement will be realized 

 The ability of the team to reach an appropriate solution within the time and resource 

limitations 

 The relative importance of the objectives to product performance.  

 

The respondents are asked to answer the questionnaire as completely as possible but not to 

respond to those issues they have no idea or opinion about. The number of risk statements in my 

experience coincides with the findings by Keizer et al. (2002), 50-60 risk statements 

respectively. 

6.1.5. Step 5 constructing the risk profile 

 

Constructing the risk profile is done with the help of the Excel based software solution 

developed to aid the analysis. The profile follows the RDM principles, except when there is a 

disagreement in the team‘s opinion over a risk statement the standard deviation is calculated and 

if it is larger than one it is marked blue as seen in the example below. The software calculates 

average scores, standard deviations and risk level and with the help of the Sort & Filter Excel 

function they are easy to assess. 

 

 
Figure 6.2: Example of a risk profile output by the developed software 
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6.1.6. Step 6 preparing a risk management session 

 

Here the facilitator presents the findings to the project manager and reaches an agreement for the 

agenda of the risk management session. It is better to search for solution for certain risks in a 

plenary session and others in subgroups. This depends on the complexity and difficulty of risks. 

Risk should be discussed in a plenary session if (Keizer et al., 2002): 

  

 Does the problem involve more than one function? 

 Can one or a couple of individuals find a solution? 

 Is there a need for cross-fertilization? 

 How much time is available in the full session, what is the seriousness of the project risk, 

what is the urgency of a solution? 

 What group dynamics can be expected? This depends on the number of participants, their 

range of experience, their team spirit, the time they have to solve the problem and their 

organizational culture (open vs. closed). 

6.1.7. Step 7: risk management session 

 

With this step we want to achieve consensus on action plans for dealing with the high risks and 

on procedures for medium and lower risks. All people involved in the risk analysis process 

should participate at the meeting. Following these rules enforces the requirements for 

brainstorming as well as bound negative effects of group dynamics (Keizer et al., 2002). Also 

based on my experience it is best to proceed as RDM suggests. Firstly the risk facilitator presents 

what the high risks are that everyone agrees on, what the risks are that could turn out high but the 

team disagrees on and the risk facilitator shows how issues are related to each other. In my 

experience it often happens that the organizational, marketing and financial risks are related and 

for instance lack of top management support opens many other risks (lack of resources, schedule 

overruns, etc). On the other hand technical risks are more often isolated and independent of other 

risks. The first part of the session creates a common understanding of the risk and generates 

ideas for managing them and the second part splits up the participants into subgroups to work 

further on suggested ideas (Keizer et al., 2002). The differences in opinions are brought to light 

and it is always an interesting conversation starter for the group. In one of the analyzed projects 

the team was asked to position their product in terms of the average price and performance of 

competing products in the market. The result can be seen in the figure below. The risk statement 

that followed this was whether a lack of consensus would not harm the project success.   
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Figure 6.3: Example of a good conversation starter for a project team in one of the analyzed 

projects 

6.1.8.  Step 8: drawing up & execution of a risk management plan 

The final step is drawing up a risk management plan which states who is responsible for handling 

the diagnosed risks, how much time and resources are needed for the risks and how progress will 

be monitored.  This plan helps to decide on the feasibility of the project. Keizer et al. (2002) also 

suggest that senior management should also require formal approval of the risk management plan 

and verify the progress in all subsequent gate reviews. For innovation projects where newness 

and complexity are great it may be necessary to repeat the process in the later development 

stages. This decision is to be made by the senior management in cooperation with the team 

leader. Figure 10 depicts an example of a risk progress overview table used in the software 

solution.  
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Figure 6.4: Example of a risk plan status table with the developed software  

6.1.9. Time commitment 

 

With medium sized companies and teams of 10-20 person the time commitment is equal to the 

findings of Keizer et al. (2002), 1,5 days for project team members, 2,5 days for project 

managers and 6-8  days for the facilitator. In smaller project i.e. 3 entrepreneurs as in my case it 

takes 1day for the entrepreneurs (interview, questionnaire and management session) and 2-3 days 

for the facilitator. The project where I used this approach was a collaboration of three small 

companies on a joint NPD project. Since none of the companies had the resources to engage in 

such a project on its own they decided to work together in order to improve their position on the 

market. Since the project is still running the details cannot be revealed. Nonetheless we can draw 

some general conclusion on the application of the modified RDM tool. The most obvious 

positive aspect of using the tool was the uncovering of misunderstandings and discrepancies in 

opinions between the entrepreneurs. The second important result was the discovery of several 

unk unk‘s. Using the modified RDM approach is not applicable for small teams within the same 

company where communication lines are direct.  
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6.1.10 Feedback 

 

Similar to Keizer et al. (2002) on a 10 point scale the participants were asked to complete a short 

evaluation addressing ten questions following the example of RDM. The initial comments from 

the participants were positive. To quote Mr. de Langen of Faak Service: ―It‘s an eye opener.‖  

 

The added value of RDM in identifying and evaluating the project risks (Mean 9,67); 

The contribution of RDM in making decisions on the management of risks (7); 

The usefulness of RDM for product innovation projects (8,67); 

The added value of the risk reference list (7,33); 

The transformation of potential risk issues into statements in the risk questionnaire (7); 

The representation of the results of the risk questionnaire in the risk profile (7,33); 

The effectiveness of the risk management session (7,67); 

The contribution of the risk facilitators during the whole process (7,33); 

The time efficiency of the RDM process (7,66); 

Whether they would recommend RDM for other innovation projects (9). 

6.2.1. Second solution 

 

The second possibility of a risk management tool is a software questionnaire designed for 

entrepreneurs that have little experience in innovation. An extensive checklist is the key. The 

tool is also software based and designed as an RDM questionnaire. Figure 9 shows an example 

of such a questionnaire within the developed excel based software solution. The tool can be used 

for smaller teams within a company or individual entrepreneurs working on an incremental 

solution.   
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Figure 6.5: Entrepreneur software tool example 

 

Here we use the same checklist as in the previous solution already set up in the excel based 

program. In case we have a single entrepreneur he or she fills out the questionnaire and the 

output can be presented either in a table or graphically by the software. The results are calculated 

according to the answers of the entrepreneur but are meant to ensure that as few risks as possible 

are left unanalyzed, rather than assessing the risk since we have an input of a single person. If the 

project includes a small team it is best for each of the team members to fill out the questionnaire 

individually, subsequently compare the results and discuss them. The risk level is calculated as 

the average of the answers of the three questions (Figure 9).  

 

After that the software will automatically present the results of the analysis as shown in the 

figure below. This will provide the entrepreneur with an overview of the risks he should be 

aware of and assist him in prioritizing and searching for ways to mitigate the risks. Here we have 

to note that small entrepreneurs will mostly indulge in incremental innovation, which do not 

contain as many risks compared to radical innovation, but are still crucial for the development of 

the SMEs. The aim of this tool is to assist the entrepreneur to consider all risk aspects of new 

product development. Eventually the entrepreneur is meant to be encouraged to accept risk and 

manage it and not to avoid it. Having a better overview of the risks will achieve exactly that. It 

will motivate entrepreneur to innovate and bring new product to the market successfully.     
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Figure 6.6: Software output example  

 

On the other hand this solution will not be as beneficial as RDM when the NPD project is a 

radical innovation or rather complex. It‘s weaknesses are that it does not provide options for 

searching for ―unk unks‖, since there is no one outside the project involved it does not add to 

objectivity since we have only a single person or a small team within one company involved on a 

project.  

 

7. Drawbacks and future visits 

 

Due to the time limit of this thesis it is not feasible to follow the adoption process of RDM in the 

companies. Moreover the effect of risk management on projects in small and medium enterprises 

is difficult to determine since the new product development project are not yet finished. The data 

sample is too small to generalize the results but nonetheless the results are in line with the 

findings of the literature review. For future research interesting topics may be: 

 How to protect intellectual property in SMEs? 

 How can marketing and sales estimates be improved for NPD in SMEs? 

 How to better estimate the time needed for completing a NPD project? 
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8. Conclusion 

The most valuable part of the RDM process from the project teams perspective is the 

management session (confirms the findings of Keizer et al., 2002). It is an opportunity to clarify 

the differences in opinions shown by the results of the questionnaire. The results can be dramatic 

in my experience. In extreme cases it brought about the fact that the project was not financially 

covered or that there was a lack of consensus on the objective of the project after almost two 

years of development. From the facilitator perspective the there are two crucial aspects, one are 

the interviews and the other is setting up the questionnaire. Following the instructions on 

uncovering the ―unk-unks‖ pays off even if you have to set questions the interviewee does not 

want to hear and those are the questions that may be of crucial importance to the success of the 

project. In one of the projects lack of top management support was a key issue. In order to force 

the team outside of their thinking box I posed the question: ―If you cannot sell the project to top 

management, how will you be able to sell it to the customer?‖ Later on this started the discussion 

at the risk management session if a possible bad internal marketing from the team within the 

organization contributed to this lack of support. Even though this was not a question the team 

wanted to hear it turned out to have started a discussion so it really is crucial to set tough 

questions. On a more general level RDM can be used with SMEs but since SMEs do not engage 

in radical innovation that often, a simpler software based solution may be preferable for smaller 

incremental innovation. 
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Appendix A 

Risk issues reference list in NPD (Keizer et al., 2002) 
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Smith and Merrit, 2002 Belliveau et al., 2002 

1. Identify 1. Prepare 

2. Analyze risks 

2. Build communication with 

common language 

3. Priorityze and map risks 

3. Generate a list of the team‘s 

concerns 

4. Resolve risks 4. Classify 

5. Monitor risks 5. Analyze the risk 

  6. Prioritize risks and issues 

Sarbacker and Ishii, 1997 

7. Plan risk responses and manage 

issues 

1. Envisioning risk 

8. Integrate risk responses in program 

strategy and document project 

baseline commitments 

2. Design risk 9. Execute and control the risk 

3. Execution risk 

10. Learning from risk management 

activities 

    

Keizer, Voss, 2003 Ricondo et al., 2010 

RISK IDENTIFICATION 1. Risk identification  

1. Initial briefing between project manager and risk Risk taxonomy 

facilitator 2. Risk evaluation 

2. Kick-Off meeting: project manager & team and risk External and internal information 

facilitator 3. Action taking 

3. Individual interviewing of participants by risk Decision support system 

facilitator 4. Track and control 

RISK ASSESSMENT   

4. Development of risk questionnaire by risk facilitator Paasi et al., 2007 

5. Answering of risk questionnaire by participants 1. PPA (potential problem analysis) 

6. Constructing of risk profile by risk facilitator 2. Opportunity balance matrix 

RISK RESPONSE DEVELOPMENT AND 

CONTROL 3. Roadmaping 

7. Preparing of risk management session by project 4. Network management tables 

manager & risk 

 facilitator 

 8. Risk management session: project manager & team   

and risk facilitator 

 9. Drawing up & execution of risk management plan 

 Steps taken in different risk management tools available  
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Appendix C 

Interview 

 

Company name:______________________ 

Industry segment:_____________________ 

Number of employees:______ 

Number of current NPD (new product development) projects in the company:______ 

Position of interviewee:____________________________________ 

Gender: M/F 

Age:____ 

Number of NPD projects currently involved in by interviewee:_____ 

Number of past NPD project involved in by the interviewee:_______ 

 

1. How important is effective risk management to the achievement of your organization‘s 

objectives in NPD? 
Not at all Some  Some  Some Significant 

1 2 3 4 5 

 

2. Effective risk management can improve your organization‘s performance in NPD 
Strongly 

disagree 

Disagree  Neutral  Agree Strongly agree Don‘t know 

1 2 3 4 5  

 

3. To what degree has your organization developed a link between its NPD process and 

management of risks (Is risk management integrated in the process)? 
Not at all Some  Some  Some Significant 

1 2 3 4 5 

 

4. Management has documented its attitude on risk management in NPD for the benefit of all 

staff. 
Strongly 

disagree 

Disagree  Neutral  Agree Strongly agree Don‘t know 

1 2 3 4 5  

 

5. The accountability and responsibility for risk management within your organization is: 

 documented and communicated 
Strongly 

disagree 

Disagree  Neutral  Agree Strongly agree Don‘t know 

1 2 3 4 5  

 

 understood 
Strongly 

disagree 

Disagree  Neutral  Agree Strongly agree Don‘t know 

1 2 3 4 5  
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6. Who is the champion (person in charge of) for risk management within your organization 

(position i.e. project manager, R&D manager or entrepreneur):________________________ 

 

7. Does the person in charge of risk management…:                                   
increase awareness of the benefits 

of risk management? 

Y N 

promote the acceptance of risk 

management techniques? 

Y N 

develop risk management policies 

and procedures? 

Y N 

provide advice and support? Y N 

organize training? Y N 

 

8. Your organization is able to allocate appropriate resources in support of risk management. 
Strongly 

disagree 

Disagree  Neutral  Agree Strongly agree Don‘t know 

1 2 3 4 5  

 

9. If the answer above was negative (1 or 2), what are the main barriers to the provision of 

adequate resources in support of risk management: 

 budgetary 

 cultural 

 know how 

 other___________________________________________________ 

 

10. Has training been provided by your organization on: 
Risk in NPD Y N 

Risk management in NPD Y N 

 

11. Are you interested in trainings/seminar on risk management in your organization? Y/N 

 

12. To what degree does your organization recognize the need for risk management skills and 

tools? 
Not at all Some  Some  Some Significant 

1 2 3 4 5 

 

13. To what degree does your organization encourage and resource staff to undertake relevant 

training to improve their skills in risks management? 
Not at all Some  Some  Some Significant 

1 2 3 4 5 

 

14. Who is held accountable for managing risks (project, R&D manager 

etc.)?_________________________ 

 

15. Does your organization have a documented risk management policy? Y/N 

If not continue with question 18… 
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16. How is the policy transmitted throughout your organization 

(by):_______________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________ 

 

17. Who approved the policy (the):_________________ 

 

18. The organization supports the taking of considered risks to achieve objectives. 
Strongly 

disagree 

Disagree  Neutral  Agree Strongly agree Don‘t know 

1 2 3 4 5  

 

19. The organization supports innovation to achieve objectives in your organization. 
Strongly 

disagree 

Disagree  Neutral  Agree Strongly agree Don‘t know 

1 2 3 4 5  

 

20. In identifying risks to what extent does your organization consider the following sources of 

risk: 

 

 Product family and brand positioning risk: i.e can the new product cause brand damage? 
Not at all Some  Some  Some Significant 

1 2 3 4 5 

Based on your passed experience how problematic do you consider this source of risk to be? 
Not at all Some  Some  Some Significant 

1 2 3 4 5 

 

 Product technology risk: i.e. New product shows stability while in storage (transportation, 

warehouse) 
Not at all Some  Some  Some Significant 

1 2 3 4 5 

Based on your passed experience how problematic do you consider this source of risk to be? 
Not at all Some  Some  Some Significant 

1 2 3 4 5 

 

 Manufacturing technology risk: i.e. raw materials available that meet technical 

requirements 
Not at all Some  Some  Some Significant 

1 2 3 4 5 

Based on your passed experience how problematic do you consider this source of risk to be? 
Not at all Some  Some  Some Significant 

1 2 3 4 5 

 

 Intellectual property risk: i.e. original know how will be protected  

Not at all Some  Some  Some Significant 

1 2 3 4 5 

Based on your passed experience how problematic do you consider this source of risk to be? 
Not at all Some  Some  Some Significant 

1 2 3 4 5 
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 Supply chain & sourcing risk: i.e. suppliers will meet required quality 
Not at all Some  Some  Some Significant 

1 2 3 4 5 

Based on your passed experience how problematic do you consider this source of risk to be? 
Not at all Some  Some  Some Significant 

1 2 3 4 5 

 

 Consumer acceptance risk: i.e. consumer will be convinced that they get value for money, 

compared to competitive products 
Not at all Some  Some  Some Significant 

1 2 3 4 5 

Based on your passed experience how problematic do you consider this source of risk to be? 
Not at all Some  Some  Some Significant 

1 2 3 4 5 

 

 Trade customer risk: i.e. product specifications will meet trade customer standards and 

demands 
Not at all Some  Some  Some Significant 

1 2 3 4 5 

Based on your passed experience how problematic do you consider this source of risk to be? 
Not at all Some  Some  Some Significant 

1 2 3 4 5 

 

 Competitor risk: i.e. How will the competition react to the new product 
Not at all Some  Some  Some Significant 

1 2 3 4 5 

Based on your passed experience how problematic do you consider this source of risk to be? 
Not at all Some  Some  Some Significant 

1 2 3 4 5 

 

 Commercial viability risk: i.e. long term market potential is to be expected 
Not at all Some  Some  Some Significant 

1 2 3 4 5 

Based on your passed experience how problematic do you consider this source of risk to be? 
Not at all Some  Some  Some Significant 

1 2 3 4 5 

 

 Organizational and project management risk: i.e. required money time and resources 

estimations are reliable and feasible 
Not at all Some  Some  Some Significant 

1 2 3 4 5 

Based on your passed experience how problematic do you consider this source of risk to be? 
Not at all Some  Some  Some Significant 

1 2 3 4 5 

 

 External risks: i.e. environmental issues will be adequately anticipated 
Not at all Some  Some  Some Significant 

1 2 3 4 5 

Based on your passed experience how problematic do you consider this source of risk to be? 
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Not at all Some  Some  Some Significant 

1 2 3 4 5 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Screening and appraisal: i.e. tests will provide reliable evidence 
Not at all Some  Some  Some Significant 

1 2 3 4 5 

Based on your passed experience how problematic do you consider this source of risk to be? 
Not at all Some  Some  Some Significant 

1 2 3 4 5 

 

21. Does your organization identify risks in terms of:  
what can happen? Y N 

how and why risks arise? Y N 

the source of the risk? Y N 

area of impact? Y N 

 

22. Who is responsible for identifying the risks in NPD (the): 

_________________________________________________________________ 

 

23. Does your organization have a risk register/database? Y/N 

 

24. If Yes in respect of each identified risk, the risk register/database records:  
1. source 

2. nature 

3. existing controls  

4. consequences and likelihood 

5. initial risk rating 

6. vulnerability to external/internal factors 

7. other_______________________________________________ 
 

25. Does your organization make use of computer software for risk management? Y/N 

 

26. If yes please provide the name of the 

application________________________________________________________________ 

 

27. Is risk management software used for:  
1. risk identification 

2. risk analysis and evaluation  

3. risk treatment 

4. risk monitoring and reporting 

 

28. What tools and techniques are used by your organization for identifying risks:   
1. brainstorming 

2. SWOT (strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, threats) analysis  

3. interview/focus group discussion 
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4. judgmental, individual assessment 

5. checklists 

6. surveys/questionnaires 

7. scenario analysis 

8. operational modeling 

9. past organizational experience  

10. company‘s database 

11. Delphi 

12. process analysis  

13. other _______________________________________________________  

 

29. What tools and techniques are used for risk assessment? 

1. three point estimate (optimistic, pessimistic, most likely values)  

2. decision trees 

3. Monte Carlo simulation 

4. heuristics (precedence diagramming method)  

5. Expected Monetary Value  

6. Failure Mode  

7. Effects Analysis  

8. PERT 

9. Real Options Analysis 

10. Scenario Analysis   

11. Sensitivity Analysis  

12. fuzzy sets  

13. neural networks  

14. other___________________________________________________ 

 

30. What tools and techniques are used for risk mitigation? 
1. Traditional potential risk analyses  

2. events tree/chain analyses  

3. effect analyses (cause and effect analyses)  

4. scenario 

5. reviews 

6. what-if planning methods  

7. early-warning methods 

8. configuration management 

9. prototypes/models  

10. testing/trials 

11. Other________________________________________________________ 

 

31. Your organization has an effective two way flow of information between itself and 

stakeholders (internal/external) about risks and benefits especially regarding the search for 

financing NPD project i.e. banks? Y/N 

 

32. Have you or do you face difficulties when applying for loans for NPD? Y/N 

 

33. If yes, is:  

 high risk of the project a relevant issue when negotiating with potential investors? Y/N 

 lack of risk assessment documentation a relevant issue? Y/N 
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34. Are risks analyzed in terms of:  
likelihood Y N 

consequence Y N 

Financial impact Y N 

Reputation impact Y N 

Achievement of objectives Y N 

Other:_________________________________________________ 
 

 

35. To what extent are the NPD risks assessed by using: 

 qualitative analysis methods (i.e. high, moderate, low)?  
Not at all Some  Some  Some Significant 

1 2 3 4 5 

 quantitative analysis methods, that is identification of a precise level (i.e. an event which will 

happen at least once a year with an impact of greater than 100.000 EUR)? 
Not at all Some  Some  Some Significant 

1 2 3 4 5 

 

36. Who is responsible for analyzing and prioritizing the risks in 

NPD?_________________________ 

37. Who decides on how to address the risks?_______________________________ 

38. Who approves the risk management plan?_______________________________ 

 

39. The risks your organization faces are difficult to assess in terms of:  

 occurrence 
Strongly 

disagree 

Disagree  Neutral  Agree Strongly agree Don‘t know 

1 2 3 4 5  

 likelihood 
Strongly 

disagree 

Disagree  Neutral  Agree Strongly agree Don‘t know 

1 2 3 4 5  

 potential impacts  
Strongly 

disagree 

Disagree  Neutral  Agree Strongly agree Don‘t know 

1 2 3 4 5  

 are difficult to prioritize  
Strongly 

disagree 

Disagree  Neutral  Agree Strongly agree Don‘t know 

1 2 3 4 5  

 develop and review risk mitigation strategies 
Strongly 

disagree 

Disagree  Neutral  Agree Strongly agree Don‘t know 
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1 2 3 4 5  

 monitor 
Strongly 

disagree 

Disagree  Neutral  Agree Strongly agree Don‘t know 

1 2 3 4 5  

 

40. Your organization‘s response to analyzed risks includes: 
 

 an evaluation of the effectiveness of existing controls and risk management responses 
Strongly 

disagree 

Disagree  Neutral  Agree Strongly agree Don‘t know 

1 2 3 4 5  

 an assessment of the costs and benefits of addressing risks  
Strongly 

disagree 

Disagree  Neutral  Agree Strongly agree Don‘t know 

1 2 3 4 5  

 prioritizing of risks and selecting those that need active management 
Strongly 

disagree 

Disagree  Neutral  Agree Strongly agree Don‘t know 

1 2 3 4 5  

 prioritizing risk treatments where there are resource constraints on risk treatment 

implementation 
Strongly 

disagree 

Disagree  Neutral  Agree Strongly agree Don‘t know 

1 2 3 4 5  

 

41. In the last 5 years the level of risk faced in NPD in your organization has: 
Increased Highly 

increased 

Decreased  Not 

changed 

Don‘t know 

1 2 3 4 5 

 

42. To what extent does your organization use the risk treatment option of: 

 accepting/retaining (keep in mind) the risk? 
Not at all Some  Some  Some Strongly 

1 2 3 4 5 

 avoiding the risk i.e. not proceeding with activity? 
Not at all Some  Some  Some Strongly 

1 2 3 4 5 

 reducing the risk i.e. controlling the risk? 
Not at all Some  Some  Some Strongly 

1 2 3 4 5 

 prepare for possible consequences of risks 
Not at all Some  Some  Some Strongly 

1 2 3 4 5 

 

43. How often is risk review and monitoring undertaken in NPD i.e. monthly, quarterly, each 

stage etc?_____________________________ 

 

44. Monitoring the effectiveness of risk management is an integral part of routine project 

management reporting 
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Strongly 

disagree 

Disagree  Neutral  Agree Strongly agree Don‘t know 

1 2 3 4 5  

 

45. The organization‘s senior management is receptive to all communications about risks, 

including bad news. 
Strongly 

disagree 

Disagree  Neutral  Agree Strongly agree Don‘t know 

1 2 3 4 5  

 

46. The level of control by the organization is appropriate for the risks that it faces. 
Strongly 

disagree 

Disagree  Neutral  Agree Strongly agree Don‘t know 

1 2 3 4 5  

 

47. Risk management is an important success factor for NPD. 
Strongly 

disagree 

Disagree  Neutral  Agree Strongly agree Don‘t know 

1 2 3 4 5  

 

48. Are the risk management processes within your organization subject to audit or other quality 

assurance mechanism: 

 internal audit? Y/N 

 external audit? Y/N 

49. If yes how are they 

reviewed?__________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________ 

 

50. What risk management tools have you used in the past? 

1. Potential problems analysis - PPA 

2. Failure mode and effects analysis - FMEA 

3. Fault tree analysis 

4. Other___________________________________________________________________ 

 

51. Are you aware of the following risk management tools? 

1. Potential problems analysis - PPA 

2. Failure mode and effects analysis - FMEA 

3. Fault tree analysis 

4. Other___________________________________________________________________ 

 

52. Would you consider testing a risk management tool for an NPD project? Y/N 

 

53. If not…because? 

1. Waste of time 

2. Takes too much time 

3. Expect limited or no results 
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4. Feel that the intuitive approach is sufficient 

5. Feel that academically produced management tools  have little application in reality 

6. Other___________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________ 

 

54. Based on previous experience what would you identify as areas in NPD risk management 

with possibility of improvement? 

1. Risk Identification 

2. Risk Assessment 

3. Risk Mitigation 

Open questions 

55. What data did you mostly lack involving risks in NPD in the past? 

 

 

 

 

 

56. Which risks had the largest difference between the initial evaluation and actual 

occurrence in past projects? 

 Overestimated?  

 

 

 

 Under estimated? 

 

 

 

 

 

57. Perceptions on risk in NPD? Threat to the project or opportunity for improvement?  

 

 

 

 

 

 

58. Perceptions on risk management? Needed? Usefull? 

 

59. What do you expect from a risk management tool? 

Easy to use? 

Indept? 

Results easy to interpret? 

Suggestions for managing risks? 

Software tool preferred? 
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60. Characteristics of a possible risk management tool? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

61. What shouldn‘t they be? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

62. Briefly describe the NPD process in your company (stage gate? Predefined critera for 

project continuation, team/individual decides whether or not to continue, crossfunctional 

development teams?) 

 

63. At what stage of development do you usually conduct risk analysis?  

 

 

The back bone of this questionnaire (questions 1-49) is based on the general risk management 

questionnaire of the New South Wales audit office (2010) but only the relevant questions for 

NPD are used, they have been modified to fit the research question and additional questions have 

been added. 
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Appendix D 

Company code 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

Company name FEI BETRAS 

OP HET 

VELD SPIROTECH IPS PMB UVA Tedopress van Swaay 

Current NPD 

projects  40 4 2 10 100 4 0 1 

Position M E E M M M M M 

M/F F M M M M M M M 

Age 33 49 48 39 35 42 40 58 

NPD IN PAST 14 10 5 20 80 10 3 1 

 

Company code 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 

Company 
name Wientjens 

Op het 
roodt 

Faak 
service Geelen beton Kuhn Abrahams  Nefratech 

Current NPD 

projects  3 3 1 2 10 2 0 

Position E E E M M E E 

M/F M M M M M M M 

Age 51 59 38 60 49 42 45 

NPD IN PAST 25 100 3 4 75 10 1 

 

Overview of the companies involved in the research 

Position M- Manager, E- Entrepreneur 

NPD IN PAST – Number of new product developments in the past involved in the interviewee 
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